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    本文的分析为研究私法制度提供了“主体资格”这一新的视角，并带来
了如下几点启示：应该使既有的主体资格类型与新的主体资格类型在逻辑上
形成和谐的体系；哲学思想对于私法主体资格的类型化具有重要的指导意义。 

















Along the thread of the meaning and classification of the personality, and 
combining with the logical, valuational and factual methods, this article aims at 
analyzing these questions as follows:(1) the relations among the categories of 
personality, capacity of natural person, capacity of juristic person, legal capacity, 
capacity for legal transaction, capacity for responsibility, the right of personality; 
(2) the basic types of the personality in Roman law;(3) the theoretical foundation 
of the capacity of natural person, capacity of juristic person and the three kinds of 
civil capacity which were founded by the modern Germanic system of law 
represented by the German private law, as well as the common stipulating of the 
nature of the natural person and the juristic person;(4) the value orientation of the 
natural person’s personality law system in the modern continental civil law 
represented by the Germen civil law; (5)the rationality of the opinion about 
entrusting the personality to the dead and animals. 
The first chapter defines the meaning and classification of the personality in 
the first place. This article thinks that, the category of the personality of civil 
person belongs to “type” in law science, which means the capacity for a specific 
existence to be a civil person, and which includes “existence”, “can be” and “legal 
relation (subject)” to form the key elements. Through the changeability of those 
three elements, the category of the personality of civil person then appears 
different classification, mainly including the capacity of natural person, capacity of 
juristic person, legal capacity, capacity for legal transaction, capacity for 
responsibility. In the second place, the theme of this article ——the “Division” 
and “Expansion” of personality——is a study on the typing of personality. The 
“Division” focuses on the steady and static type series of personality in one civil 
system; the “Expansion” focuses on the open and dynamic typing (course) of the 














civil law system. In addition, this article analyzing the relation among the three 
categories of “personality” in the meaning of capacity for right, obligation and 
duty, the “right of personality” and the “personality” in the meaning of the “right 
of personality”.  
As the source of the continental law system, Roman law had abundant content 
on the personality system. The second chapter investigates the personality system 
in Roman law as a result. There was no the certain category which equivalents to 
the “person” in modern civil law, but had Persona、Caput and Corpus、Universitas, 
the former equivalents to the “natural person”, and the latter Equivalents to 
“juristic person”. The terms of Persona、Caput and Corpus、Universitas also had 
some corresponding meaning of personality. The system of Caput and Status in 
Roman law is the Embodiment of the natural person system. The three kinds of 
systems of municipia (or civitates), taberna instructa and collegia in Roman law 
are the embodiments of the capacity of juristic person system. In a word, a 
category and theoretical system had not been founded yet in Roman law, which 
could contain the personalities of not only natural person but also juristic person. 
And the founding of those theoretical systems had not been finished until the 
modern law. 
The third chapter analyzes the thought foundation of the capacity of natural 
person, capacity of juristic person and the three kinds of civil capacity which were 
founded by the modern continental law system represented by the German private 
law. As to the capacity of natural person, Christianity's thought, nature law thought 
and Kant 's metaphysics of morals are the thought foundation of the stipulation 
that only biological person can and every biological person can has the capacity of 
natural person (any other living beings have not this capacity however ). As to the 
capacity of juristic person, one most important thought foundation for the German 
private law to found the capacity of juristic person is the organizational“real 
entity”theory, which limitedly and partly carried out the Free Will theory.  In 














natural person is the natural law thought and Kant 's Free Will theory; the thought 
foundation for the BGB to found the legal capacity of the natural person mainly is 
the idea in the natural law and the utilizing annotation and explanation about the 
Kant’s metaphysics by the Scholars who agree with the Economic liberalism. As a 
result, in German civil law, as to the thought foundation of the division of the civil 
personality, one thread running through is Kant Free Will theory. In view of the 
above, the common stipulating of the nature of the natural person and the juristic 
person in German private law is that: they can both be the bearer of interests 
protected by law, both have free will. This is also the basis for deciding the 
personality system’ applicable scope in modern continental civil law.  
In addition, the three kinds of personality－－the legal capacity, capacity for 
legal transaction and the capacity for delictual responsibility founded by the 
modern German private law, embodies the two evaluation which private law carry 
out, that is, equality and freedom. 
The fourth chapter, using legal capacity, capacity for legal transaction and 
capacity for responsibility as the breakthrough point, the freedom and equality 
chased by private law as the thread, introduces the expansion of personality in 
modern continental law, and emphasizing analyzes the problem about the legal 
position of the dead and animals. This article thinks that they should not have 
personality, since the dead, animals, species and environments would not be the 
bearer of interests protected by law, and neither have free will.  
The analysis on personality in this article offers a new visual angle to the 
study of private system, and brings about some enlightenments as following: the 
already existed types and new types of personality should be within a harmonious 
system in logic; metaphysics thought has an important directive significance to the 
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